Neural potentials disorder during differential psychoacoustic experiment evaluated by discrete wavelet analysis.
The aim of the paper is the assessment of neural potentials disorder during a differential sensitivity psychoacoustic procedure. Ten volunteers were asked to compare the duration of two acoustic pulses: one reference with stable duration of 500 ms and one trial which varied from 420 ms to 620 ms. During the discrimination task, Electroencephalogram (EEG) and Event Related Potential (ERP) signals were recorded. The mean Relative Wavelet Energy (mRWE) and the normalized Shannon Wavelet Entropy (nSWE) are computed based on the Discrete Wavelet analysis. The results are correlated to the data derived by the psychoacoustic analysis on the volunteers responses. In most of the electrodes, when the duration of the trial pulse is 460 ms and 560 ms, there is an increase and a decrease in nSWE value, respectively, which is determined mostly by the mRWE in delta rhythm. These extrema are correlated to the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) in pulses duration, calculated by psychoacoustic analysis. The dominance of delta rhythm during the whole auditory experiment is noteworthy. The lowest values of nSWE are noted in temporal lobe.